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Southeast Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 240 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in.
x 0.5in.Are conservative policies the best way to achieve liberal ideals Former Bush Administration
official (and former liberal) David B. Cohen answers that provocative question in the affirmative in
a thought-provoking book that is certain to spark debate. Left-Hearted, Right-Minded arrives just in
time for the 2012 Presidential election season. And while the book is a great guide to help voters of
all political persuasions think about the great issues that will be debated during the campaign, its
relevance will last years into the future. The book starts out as a political memoir with two
protagonists: Liberal Dave, the person that the author was in his youth, and ConservaDave, the
person the author ultimately became. Liberal Dave was a typical American kid--if by typical you
mean a Jewish Samoan being raised by a single mother in an extended working class family. The
author takes us on an often amusing journey in which Liberal Dave, a staunch progressive with little
tolerance for conservatives, eventually becomes a conservative himself--without abandoning the
concerns and ideals he held as a liberal. We even get to listen in on an extended and...
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Reviews
Great e-book and helpful one. It usually fails to cost an excessive amount of. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find
out.
-- Mea g a n B ea ha n
Completely one of the better pdf I have got possibly go through. I really could comprehended every little thing using this composed e ebook. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tor ey K r eig er
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